
SINCE 1948 

May 22, 1987 

Hi! 

The U.S. Open field of 260 competitors is full (up from 210 last 
year). we're looking forward to seeing you at La Mirada. 

Enclosed is the latest information on the meet which should take 
care of you until orientation on Sunday, June 21st. As a confirmation 
of your event entry, please check your mailing label. The code 
letters reflect your event entries: A-Accuracy, DDC-D.D.C., T-T.R.L., 
M-M.T.A., C-Golf, DISC-Discathon, DIST-Distance, F-Freestyle. 

A couple of new things for this year: 

- We will be starting an award tor the top regional "team". Early 
contenders appear to be Florida, Virginia, San Diego and Bay Area 
Disc (San Francisco). Overall points will be considered, but spirit 
and attire will be a big plus. Come on, Team Montana! 

- At 11:00 on check-in day we will be hosting the first major Butler 
Service contest. Check out the enclosed rules to this new event and 
get a few practice sessions under your belt. Its guaranteed fun 
and a great challenge. There will be no entry fee but there will be 
prizes for the top 10 finishing teams. 

We hope your preparation for the meet goes well. 

Sincerely, 

The 1987 U.S. Open Staff 

P.S. The first World Flying Disc Federation Overall Championship will 
be held in Ft. Collins, Colorado from Sunday, August 16th to Sunday, 
August 23rd. A large international field is anticipated. For entry 
information write: The Wright Life 

200 Linden 
Ft. Collins, CO 80524 

or call (303) 484-6932. Entry must be received by July 31, 1987 
(300 player limit). 

WHAM-D, INC., 835 EAST EL MONTE STREET• P.O. BOX 4 
SAN GABRIEL, CALIFORNIA 91778-0004 . [ B1 B] 287-9681 
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1987 U.S. OPEN FLYING DISC CHAMPIONSHIPS 

SCHEDULE 

(subject to announced change) 

SUNDAY, JUNE 21ST 

11:00am - 1:00pm 	Butler Service (meet at La Mirada Regional Park Pro Shop) 

2:00pm - 5:00pm 	Registration (LMRP) 

4:30pm - 6:00pm 	Barbecue (LMRP) 

5:00pm 	 Deadline For D.D.C. Partner Sign-Up 

6:00pm - 7:00pm 	Orientation (LMRP) 

8:30pm - 9:33ii 	Staff Orientation (Ramada Inn) 

MONDAY, JUNE 22ND  

8:30am 	 Open Golf Prelim, Group A (1-18) (LMRP) 	'iH 	5uief 
Open Discathon & Accuracy Prelim, Group B (LMRP) 
Women's Distance Prelim (Benton School East) 

10:00am Open Distance Prelim, Groups C & D (Benton School 	East) 
11 	 11 Women's Discathon Prelim (LMRP) 

11:00am 
It 	 H 

Open Golf Prelim, Group B (1-18) (LMRP) '17 
Open Discathon & Accuracy Prelim, Group A (LMRP) 

1:00pm Women's D.D.C. 	Prelim 	(Benton School West) 
(SrA rACE 

 2:00pm Open Golf Prelim, Group C (1-18) (LMRP) 
Open Discathon & Accuracy Prelim, Group D (LMRP) 

3:30pm 	 Open Distance Prelim, Groups A & B (Benton School East) (3cr5M 
4:30pm 	 Open Golf Prelim, Group D (1-18) (LMRP) 
11 	 It 	 Open Discathon & Accuracy Prelim, Group C (LMRP) 

TUESDAY, JUNE 23RD 

8:30am 	 Open D.D.C. Prelim & 2nd Round (Benton School West) 
it 	 It 	 Women's Golf Prelim (1-18) 	(LMRP) 

12:30pm 	 Open T.R.C. Prelim (Benton School East & West) 
Women's T.R.C. Prelim (follows Open prelim) 

5:30pm 	 Open Discathon 2nd Round (LMRP) 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24TH 

8:30am 
II 	 II 

12:00 noon 

12:30pm 

2:00pm 

Open Golf 2nd Round (1-27) (LMRP) 
Women's Accuracy Prelim & 2nd Round (Benton School East) 

Women's M.T.A. Prelim (Benton School West) 

Open Accuracy 2nd Round (Benton School East) 

Open M.T.A. Prelim (Benton School East & West) 

pA 



4:30pm 	 Women's Distance Semi (Benton School East) 
Open Distance 2nd Round (follows Women's semi) 1&(.3 

5:00pm 	 Deadline For Freestyle Partner Sign-Up (LMRP Pro Shop) 

THURSDAY, JUNE 25TH 

8:30am 	 Open D.D.C. 3rd Round (games 1-5) (Benton School East & West) 

11:30am 	 Women's T.R.C. Semi (Benton School East) 	 crss 

12:30pm 	 Open T.R.C. 2nd Round (Benton School East & West) 	 bmvv-_' 
3:00pm 	 Women's 2nd Round M.T.A. (Benton School East) 

Opn2nojd&SemiM.LA. (follows Women's 2nd round 
) (Benton School 

East & West) 

4:30pm 	 Women's D.D.C. Semi (Benton School West) 

6:30pm - 10:00pm 	Collector's Fly Market (Ramada Inn Cabrillo Room) 

FRIDAY, JUNE 26TH 

8:30am 	 Women's & Open Golf Semi (LMRP) (1-27) 	 fat?  
12:30pm 	 Open Distance Semi (Benton School East) 

Women's Distance Final (follows Open semi) 
Open Distance Final (follows Women's final) 

1:00pm - 3:00pm 	Late player package pick-up (LMRP Pro Shop) 	
) 

2:00pm 	 Women's & Open Freestyle Prelim (LMRP) 	
1 

5:30pm 	 Open D.D.C. 3rd Round (games 6-9) (Benton School East & West) 	—Z 

8:00pm - 10:000m 	Frisbee disc Video Premier (Ramada Inn Cabrillo Room) 	b 	í 1ô- 

SATURDAY, JUNE 27TH 

8:00am 	 Open Accuracy Semi (Benton School East) 	t5 /iS 
Women's Accuracy Final (follows Open semi) 
Open Accuracy Final (follows Women's final) 

9:30am 	 Open T.R.C. Semi (Benton School East) 
Women's T.R.C. Final (follows Open semi) 
Open T.R.C. Final (follows Women's final) 

ll:UOam 	 Women's D.D.C. Final (Benton School West) 
Open D.D.C. Semi (follows women's final) 

3:00pm 	 Women's Freestyle Semi (LMRi) 
Open Freestyle Semi (follows Women's semi) 

6:00pm 	 Women's Discathon Semi (LMRP) 
Open Discathon Semi (follows Women's semi) 

6:30pm - 6:45pm 	Player Orientation For Sunday (at Discathon) 



SUNDAY, JUNE 28TH (All Events At La Mirada Regional Park) 

8:00am 	 Women's Golf Final (1-9) 
Open Golf Final (10-16, 19, 20) (follows Women's Final) 

10:30am 	 Women's L)iscathon Final 
Open Discathon Final (follows Women's Final) 

11:00am 	 Ultimate 

11:30am 	 Women's M.T.A. Final 
Open M.T.A. Final (follows Women's final) 

12:00 noon 	Open D.D.C. Final/Guts/Skills Clinic/Foothag Net/Pie Tin Accuracy 

1:45pm 	 Distance Challenge 

2:00pm 	 Gaines Cycle Ashley Whippet Invitational Pacific Coast Championships 

3:00pm 	 Women's Freestyle Final 

3:25pm 	 Hacky Sack Freestyle 

3:30pm 	 Open Freestyle Final 

4:30pm 	 Jam Time 

7:30pm 	 Party at Pryme Time Pizza (12211) La Mirada Bouievdrd) 



1987 U.S. OPEN FLYING DISC CHAMPIONSHIPS 

(subject to change) 

Golf I Golf (all cumulative) 

Prelim - 18 holes (4 flights) Prelim - 18 holes, no cut 
cut to 100 + (sectioned) Semi - 27 holes, cut to 4 

2nd Round - 27 holes I 
Final- -  9 holes #1-9 cut to 50 + (cumulative) 

Semi - 27 holes 
cut to 4 (cumulative) 

Final - 9 holes #10 - 18A (cumulative) 	i 

Distance, M.T.A. & T.R.C. Distance, M.T.A. & T.R.C. 

Prelim - cut to 50 + (distance sectioned)' Prelim -  cut to 12 + 

2nd Round - cut to 10 + Semi - cut to 4 

Semi - cut to 4 I Final 

Final 

Discathon I Discathon 

Prelim - time, cut to 48 + (sectioned) Prelim - time, out to 12 ± 

2nd Round - time, cut to 16 + 	 I Semi - 2 races of 5, cut to top two of each 
I 

Semi - 4 races, winners advance 
 race 

- Finaj.. Final 

-I 

Accuracy Accuracy 

Prelim - cut to 40 + (sectioned) 	i Prelim - cut to 10 + 

2nd Pound - cut to 8 + Semi - cut to 2 

Semi - cut to 2 1 Final - head to head 

Final - head to head 

Freestyle (3 players) I Freestyle (2 players) 

Prelim - 4 minutes; 4 pools, cut to Prelim - 4 minutes; 4 pools, cut to 2 
16 groups, 4 fran each pool 	, groups fran eacn pool 

Semi - 5 minutes, cut to 6 groups 	' Semi - 4 minutes; 2 pools, cut to 2 groups 
Final - 5 minutes fran each poo± 

Final - 4 minutes 

-.1 

(continued on back) 



OPEII 4EN 

D.D.C. 	 ' 	D.D.C. 

Prelim - 10 pools (2 courts each) 	 Less than 11 teams: 
2 advance from each 1)001 	I 	 Prelim - round robin (1 gam to 15) 
(1 game to 21 points) 	 I 

2nd Bound - Winners of pools pick 	 Semi. - Winner of prelim chooses from 

2nd place teams 	
2nd, 3rd and 4th place teams 

(best of 3 to 15) 	 I 	 (2 of 3 to 15) 

	

Winners advance, losers play 	 Winners advance 

	

I 	Final-3of5tol5 3rd Pound - 2, 10-team round robins 
(1 game to 21 points) 	 11 + teams: 

Semi - Winner of 3rd round chooses 	I 	Prelim - 2 seeded pools (1 garre to 15) 
from 2nd, 3rd and 4th place 
tE1flS 	 Semi - Winners of each pool play 2nd 

(3 of 5 to 15) 	
place teams from other pool 

Winners advance, losers tie for 	 Winners advance, losers tie for 3rd 

	

3rd I 	 Final - 3 of 5 to 15 points 

Final - 3 of 5 to 15 points 



WELCOME TO THE 1987 U.S. OPEN FLYING DISC CHAMPIONSHIPS! 

We have included information that we hope will answer most of your questions at this time. If you have other questions, we can answer 
them at the Player Orientation Meeting, June 21St at 6:00 p.m. at La Mirada Regional Park. For any additional information or to confirm 
the arrival and acceptance of your application, call Discovering the World at [7141522-2202. They will also try to hook you up with other 
players who are looking for partners for D.D.C., Freestyle, rental car, hotel room, etc. If you decide to add an event you must make that 
change by June 8th. 

HOUSING 

This years Host Hotel is again the Ramada Inn, located at 12500 Firestone Blvd., Norwalk [2131868-0401. The Ramada Inn is where the 
Collector's Conference and all staff meetings will be held. The tournament bulletin board will be in the lobby. The hotel has two swimming 
pools, a nightclub and a restaurant. You will receive a $2.00 discount coupon off any complete dinner and there is also a $1.99 breakfast 
special on weekends. The room rates are $40 flat rate for single, double, triple or quad occupancy, plus 6-1120/6 sales tax. 

TRANSPORTATION 

We have arranged with Keystone Ford, [2131868-0825, a day rate of $20 with no mileage charge for hotel patrons for a subcompact car 
rental with air conditioning. You can pick up your car at the LAX Airport and either drop it off at LAX or at the Ramada Inn if you prefer. 
The hotel is about 4 miles from the tournament sites, so transportation is necessary. This may be a deal if you plan on any sightseeing 
trips to the beach, Disneyland, Knott's Berry Farm, nightclubs, Hollywood, etc. Remember. .. you'll need a major credit card to rent a car. 

TRANSPORTATION FROM LAX 

The cheapest (but slowest) transportation from LAX to the Ramada Inn is the Airport Bus Service to downtown L.A. which can be picked 
up outsidof all baggage claim areas. This service is provided hourly round the clock. This trip costs $6.50. You then take the 
Greynound bus to their Nor.valk Station wr.ich is at 12124 Front Street, three blocks from the Ramada Inn. The Greyhound trip will cost 
$2.95 and leaves L.A. about every 90 minutes from 7:00 a.m. to 8:40 p.m. Alternatively, you could use Super Shuttle. Their van picks you 

' 	 jOhô i1ma 1nn 	,ipassne IS $86 .06 and edUl duuluyIIdl pdssenger is $6 uu with p makimtirn - 
of 6 passengers. You can make reservations 24 hours ahead for prompt pick-up by calling [714] 973-1100 or you may call at the airport 
courtesy phone by dialing 35' and they will be there within 20 minutes. Another option to get to the Ramada Inn is to rent a car from 
Keystone and drop it off at the hotel. 

AT THE PARK 

Remember, registration is from 1 .00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m. on Sunday, the 21st at La Mirada Regional Park with a barbecue from 4:00 to 
6:00 and orientation from 6:00 to 7:00. If you signed up for D.D.C., your partner decision must be made by 5:00 or your name will be put 
into the 'needs partner match-up as pool assignments will be announced at orientation. Freestyle partner decisions must be. registered 
by Wednesday, June 24th at 5:00 p.m. If your plans include advancement to the Freestyle semi's and/or finals bring well-recorded four 
and five minute tapes to take best advantage of the 10,000 watt sound system. 

Free parking is available at all competitive sites and at the hotel. All dogs must be on a leash at the park. 

ILLEGAL DRUGS/ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 

It is imperative that we avoid any potential for embarrassing incidents involving use or possession of illegal drugs. The presence of minors, 
sponsorship by Wham-O and others and our relationship with the park and hotel makes this issue particularly important There are no 
alcoholic beverages allowed in La Mirada Park. 

SALES 

No sales or solicitations of any type will be possible at La Mirada Regional Park as this area is licensed by Los Angeles County. 

FINAL DAY INFORMATION 

Shoes, shorts and a shirt will be provided for all competitors and staff for the final day of competition. Exceptions to this will be made 
only through prior arrangement with the tournament director, Dan Mangone. 
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Butler Service: A disc game for two-person teams 

The object of the game is to have one 
player throw a S.C.F. - type throw 
(usually with a Fastback) which is caught 
in a larger, upside down disc (usually a 
165G). 

To begin, the players must stand at 
least 20 meters apart. The player with 
the big disc (A) must first throw a lead 
shot to his or her partner (B). The 
partner then releases the S.C.F. disc, 
while the big disc is in the air, then 
catches the big disc. His or her partner 
(B) is running to catch the S.C.F. flight. 
Player (A) then throws the big disc to (B) 
who catches it, turns it upside down and 
catches the S.C.F. disc in it. 	Any of the 
big disc catches may be dropped with no 
penalty other than the loss of efficiency. 

The above is a 6 point score as the 
team gets 3 points for each pass of the 
big disc, if a good final catch is made. 
A good catch is one in which there is no 

))body contact with the S.C.F. disc. 
Sometimes a clean catch cannot be 

made. 	In that case, the team can get I 
point per big disc exchange if they are 
able to make contact between the big disc 
and the S.C.F. disc before it strikes the 
ground. This contact can be made by 
either holding or throwing the big disc. 
For example, three big disc exchanges to 
contact, but no clean catch would score 3 
points. 

To get higher scores, the pair must 
increase the number of exchanges of the 
big disc. A minimum of 2 exchanges are 
required to score. Five exchanges to a 
clean catch (15 pts.) is the current 
record for one attempt, but consistent 6 
pt. scores per attempt are very 
competitive. 

Typical contest format is 10 attempts 
per team in rotation. Players must switch 
throwing roles after each attempt. 

Butler Service was conceived by Tom 
Boda' of Honolulu, Hawaii in 1981. 	The 
game has been refined over the last three 
years of Southern California Self Caught 
Flight League play into its present form. 



GROUND 	RU LES 

The following are the ground rules for the event, subject to carefully considered change 
by the head official. 

THE CONTESTS - The event procedures are determined by the tournament staff. Administrative 
decisions are made by the tournament and event directors. In situations which directly 
affect the competitive situation of staff members, the staff member involved does not 
participate in the decision-making process. The final decision on all competitive 
situations will be made by the head official, Dan Mangone. Basic competitive procedures 
and rules for the events are not included in this listing. Players desiring these materials 
should contact Dan Mangone. 

THE SCORING SYSTEM - The overall championships will be based upon players' finishes in the 
eight events. Event scoring will be as follows: 

Golf, M.TA.,  Distance, Discathon, Accuracy and T.R.C. 
Overall 	Overall 	Overall 	Overall 	Overall 

PlArp Pnntc 	P1?cP Pnint.c 	Place Points 	Place Points 	Place Points 

1 65 14 52 27 39 40 26 53 13 
2 64 15 51 28 38 41 25 54 12 
3 63 16 50 29 37 42 24 55 11 
4 62 17 49 30 36 43 23 56 10 
5 61 18 48 31 35 44 22 57 9 
6 60 19 47 32 34 45 21 58 8 
7 59 20 46 33 33 46 20 59 7 
8 58 21 45 34 32 47 19 60 6 
9 57 22 44 35 31 48 18 61 5 
10 56 23 43 36 30 49 17 62 4 

11 55 24 42 37 29 50 16 63 3 

12 54 25 41 38 28 51 15 64 2 

13 53 26 40 39 27 52 14 65 1 

D.D.C. 	(2) 

Place 
Ove,'all 
Points Place 

12 

Overall 
Points 

43 each 1 

Freestyle 

Place 

(3) 
Overall 
Points 

65 each 1 	 65 each 
2 63 each 13 41 	each 2 - 61 	each 

T3 	(2 teams) 60 each 14 39 each 3 58 each 
5 57 each 15 37 each 4 55 each 
6 55 each 16 35 each 5 52 each 
7 53 each 17 33 each 6 49 each 
8 51 each 18 31 	each T7 (2 teams) 44.5 each 
9 49 each 19 29 each T9 (2 teams) 32.5 each 
10 47 each 20 27 each Tll (2 teams) 32.5 each 
11 45 each 21 	(10 teams) 	15.5 each T13 (2 	teams) 26.5 each 

T15 (2 	teams) 20.5 each 
T17 (4 teams) 11.5 	each 
121 (4 teams) 1 	each 

Open 



Women 	Golf, M.T.A., Distance, Discathon, Accuracy and T.R.C. 

Place Overall 	Points Place Overall 	Points Place Overall 	Points 

1 20 6 15 11 10 
2 19 7 14 12 9 
3 18 8 13 13 8 
4 17 9 12 14 7 
5 16 10 11 15 6 

16 5 
D.D.C., Freestyle 	(2) 17 4 

Place Overall 	Points 11 18 3 

1 20 	each 7 ** 7.5 20 1 
2 17.5 each 8 55 	*In 	D.D.C. , 	two teams tie for 3rd. 
3* 15.5 each 9** 

35 	**InFreestyle, two teams tie for fifth, 
4 13.5 each 10 1.5 	seventh and ninth. 

TIES - In general, ties will result in competitors sharing the place and points, e.g., a 
3-way tie for 19th is equivalent to the competitors equally sharing the total pool of points 
for tenth, eleventh and twelfth place. Ties will be broken, however, to determine the 
finalists and first place finisher in any event. 

If the tie exists for overall champion in either division at the end of the competition, the 
competitor with the highest number of first place finishes will be assigned the highest 
position. If a tie still remains after this procedure, the competitor with the most first 
and second place finishes will be assigned the highest position. If the decision has still 
not been reached, the procedure should continue down through the places. 

TIEBREAKING - The following are methods by which ties for first place in each event will be 
broken: 

Distance & S.C.F. - The tied players will have a series of 3 simultaneous single throws in 
a head-to-head format. The first player to win three is the winner. 

Golf - Sudden death elimination will begin on the 16th hole for open and the 6th hole for 
women and continue until the tie is broken. 

Freestyle - Of the tied teams, the one with the largest number of first place votes wins. 
If still tied, that with the largest number of second place votes, etc. 

Discathon - The player who had the better time in the previous round is declared the winner. 

Accuracy - The tied players will have a head-to-head sudden death playoff with the first 
player to win a 4-throw station being declared the winner. 

SCRATCHES - Players must be at the event site prepared to compete when called. The 
competitive order of these calls will be posted. In the event of a player not responding 
to the official's call, the following procedures come into effect: 

Distance - If a player fails to respond to the official's call, the next player in order 
will be called. After the next throws, the absent player is again called. If he or she 
responds, he or she is allowed three attempts. If there is no response to the second call, 
the player is scratched. 

S.C.F. - The player will be called with his or her group and forfeit any attempts for which 
He or she was absent. 



Golf - The player will be called to throw at the tee in order. If, after 30 seconds, the 
player has not thrown, he or she will be given a score of 6 throws for the hole. This 
will be done for all holes at which the player is absent for the tee call. 

Freestyle - Players not appearing for their assigned performance or judging time will be 
scratched 45 seconds after their call. 

Discathon - If a player fails to appear for his or her assigned starting group, the next 
player in the starting order will move up and assume the place of the absent player. The 
absent player will then be called for the next starting group. If he or she appears, he 
or she may start but will have a 15 second penalty. If the player fails to appear for the 
second starting group, he or she is scratched. 

Accuracy - If a player fails to respond to the official's call, the next player in order 
will be called. After the next player throws, the absent player is called again. If he 
or she responds, he or she throws and a two-throw deduction is made from the score. If 
there is no response on the second call the player is scratched. 

D.D.C. - Should a team miss any game in their pool, tnat team will be dropped to last in 
tne pool and their scores against other teams not considered in the pool ranking. 

Appeals for consideration of exceptions from the above scratch rules will be accepted under 
exceptional circumstances and will be considered and decided upon by the head official. 

DISCS - Competition is limited to flying disc models which meet the W.F.D.F. General Disc 
Definition - see below definition from the 1986-87 W.F.D.F. Rulebook. 

To be used in competition, discs must: 

A) Have a saucer-like configuration with a flight plate unbroken by holes and an inner rim 
depth (that portion of the rim that is generally vertical to the flight plate) which is 
at ieast five percent of the overall diameter measurement. 

B) Be made of solid plastic material without any inflatable components. 
L) Not be less than 21cm of overall diameter, nor exceed 40cm of overall diameter and shall 

not weigh more than 8.3 grams per cm of overall diameter, however, no disc shall weight 
more than 200 grams. 

U) Be essentially as produced, without any post-production modifications which affect the 
weight or flight characteristics. 

L) Be of a production-type disc available commercially to the public in numbers of at 
least one thousand. 

F) Present no undue danger to players or spectators. 

Any questionable discs will be considered by the head official, Dan Mangone. 

Other event limitations include: 

Accuracy & Discathon - Because of game design and safety considerations, discs in play 
may not have a rim which is bevelled in configuration. Disallowed bevelled-edge discs 
include: 

- The Wham-C' 86 and 91 molds 
- All Lightning discs 
- All Innova-Champion discs except the Apple 
- The Discraft Phantoms and Cruiser 
- The D.G.A. Super Drive, Power Drive, Putter Drive, Streamliner and bevelled Gumbputt 
- All Destiny/Dynamic discs except "Puppy" style and the Floater 

In addition to the edge confiouration consideration, discathon and accuracy discs may not 
exceed .305 arams per square centimeter of area. (To find the area of a disc, multiply 



3.14 by the radius squared.) Below are some of the resulting weight limits: 

- Discraft Ultrastar - 179.84g 
- Wham-0 165G - 179.84g 
- Destiny/Dynamic Floater - 179.84g 
- Discraft Sky Styler - 168.22g 
- Innova Apple - 164.43g 
- Wham-0 141G/Super Pro - 158.96g 
- Wham-0 100 molds - 143.79g 
- Discraft Sky Pro - 142.38 
- Wham-0 40, 41, 42 molds - 134.55g 
- D.G.A. Soft Touch/Approach - 131.10 
- Discraft Sky Streak - 120.84 
- Various 21cm. diameter - 105.64 

Double Disc Court - Pro Model hOG 
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I. DESCRIPTION 
Discathon is a race in which players throw their discs through a cir-
cuitous, one kilometer course defined by a series of "mandatories" 
(which are usually natural objects such as trees or lamp posts). Each 
mandatory describes a required flight path. But, whereas players can 
"cut corners", and need not cross the finish line, their discs must com-
plete the course. The object is to mirimize time, or to win the race. 
Discathon requires a wide range of throwing skills, including precise 
curve control, strong distance and accuracy, as well as speed, en-
durance and a carefully planned race strategy. 

II. THE COURSE 
The mandatory disc flight path should be close to one kilometer (1091 
yards) in length. The flight path is defined by a series of "single" or 
"double" mandatories each of which are marked by directional arrows. 
Both single and double mandatories generate vertical planes. To com-
plete a mandatory the disc must pass completely through both planes 
in the designated direction and correct sequence. For a single man-
datory these planes are found as follows: The first plane is perpen-
dicular to the line between the mandatory in question and the previous 
mandatory; the second plane is perpendicular to the line between the 
mandatory in question and the first subsequent mandatory (diagram A 
below). For double mandatories the plane is described by the line bet-
ween the natural objects defining the mandatory (diagram B below). 

A 	 B 

III. THE RACE 
The race begins when the starter says "throw" and ends when the disc 
goes completely through the plane of the finish line. The runner need 
not pass the mandatories, only the discs must do so. Conditions of 
passing "dog legs" are identical to those of disc golf with no "unwin-
ding" requirements. Discs must be thrown, not carried, through all 
mandatory planes. 

A. Equipment 
Discs of any size or style may be used as long as they meet the general 
design code. However, because of safety and other game design con-
siderations, all discs must be made of a material having a specific gravi-
ty which is less than 1 (they must rise to the surface when submerged, 
upside down, in water.) Two or three discs must be used, but starting 
with three discs is advisable in order to minimize the chances of dis-
qualification (see E and F below). Furthermore, racers should mark 
their discs distinctively to avoid confusion during play. 

B. The Lie 
Except at the starting line, a player's thrown disc determines his "lie" or 
foot placement for his next throw. If a player is able to reach a thrown 
disc while it is still moving on the ground he may either stop it or allow 
it to stop. In either case when the disc stops moving, the lie is deter-
mined. The lie area is defined as follows: At the moment of release the 
player's foot must be within one meter in any direction of the point at 
which the previously thrown disc comes to rest. The disc determining 
the lie must be in place while the throw is made and may be picked up 
only after the throw is released. - 

disc 

/ 

	

lie area 	 I 
/ \ one meter / 
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C. Self-Caught Flights 
A player may touch her own disc in flight only if she has used one 
throw to correctly pass through both planes of a mandatory without 
running through them herself. This condition satisfied, she may at-
tempt to catch the disc, and if successful, she need not stop to establish 
a lie but may carry the disc up to three steps before rethrowing it (or 
one of her carried discs). 

D. Hazards & Out-of-Bounds 
If a disc lands in a hazard or out-of-bounds area two possibilities exist: 

1) If the player has a third disc, she may immediately put it into play 
under the following procedures: 

a. Area Hazards (out of bounds or unplayable areas such as bodies 
of water or thick bushes) —lie is at the point where the previous 

throw last entered the hazard area. 

b. Vertical Hazards (those in which the disc comes to rest in an 
irretrievable position over playable ground, as in a tree) —the lie 
is centered at the point on the ground directly under the disc. 

2) If the player has either chosen not to carry a third disc or has already 
left one behind he may not continue. (Compliance with B requires 
two discs in order to complete the course.) 

E. Lost Discs 
Discs lost in hazards or out-of-bounds areas are covered above. In all 
other cases when the racer cannot locate a disc presumed to be in a 
playable area which determines her next lie, the player may declare 
the disc lost, place her third disc at her best estimate of the lost discs lie 
and play one. This procedure requires that the player still have two 
discs to play and that she report her loss to the statistician who will add 
a ten-second penalty to her time. (This procedure, including estimate 
of the lie, is open to review by the head judge who may add additional 
penalty or will disqualify the racer if it is determined that the evidence 
indicates the procedure was used to gain advantage.) 

F. Running Etiquette 
All rounds of play feature a series of races of four players each. Ob-
viously this situation requires a certain amount of cooperation if the 
players are to compete without interfering with one another. This need 
for cooperation entails specific responsibilities for the throwers, in that 
they must exercise special caution not to hit other racers. Likewise, 
players in front of throwers must make every effort to avoid interfering 
with their throws. 

For example, the disc of a runner who has established position at his lie 
or is in his throwing motion has immediate "right of way" over an on-
coming runner. Similarly, in the case where two players are ap-
proaching discs which have landed so close together as to cause 
mutual interference, the runner who established position first has the 
right-of-way. These examples are of course, simply guidelines and are 
as such by no means complete. Clearly, there are situations in which 
players can gain advantage by compromising these responsibilites. To 
do so is to risk penalty or disqualification. 

G. Interference 
There are two kinds of interference - unintentional and purposive: 

1) Unintentional 
Because of the open nature of the course and the presence of other 
runners, officials and spectators, discathon racers are vulnerable 
to a significant amount of unintentional interference. This includes 
such random factors as a disc hitting an animal, a course observer, 
a spectator or another racer. The risk of this kind of interference 
is part of the course as in golf and no adjustments to times can 
be made. 

2) Purposive 

This includes any actions committed by spectators or other 
runners which are intended to hamper or obstruct a player's disc 
in flight, his throwing or running motions, or his positioning for 
a throw. This type of interference also includes gross violations of 
running etiquette which hamper or obstruct, regardless of intention, 
and the carrying away of a disc by an animal. In cases of purposive 
interference the head judge may award an estimated time adjust-
ment or a rerun to the affected runner at the judge's discretion. 
The decision to award a rerun is based on the severity of the in-
terference and the ability of the judge to accurately estimate the 
time loss. 



H. Play of Another Racer's Disc 
If a player picks up or throws another racer's disc the player using the 
wrong disc is disqualified unless he is able to correct his error by return-
ing the disc to its original position without in any way interfering with 
the progress of the other player. Time adjustment or the possibility of a 
rerun for the player whose disc was misplaced is considered by the 
head judge. 

I. Penalties 
The head judge is responsible for the assignment of penalites. These 
penalties are in the form of extra time which is added to the violating 
player's score. Hopefully they will rarely be necessary. However, if 
needed, they are to fit the nature of the violation. The head judge 
makes all final decisions based on reports of the course observers and 
runners. The following are standard penalties: 
1) Disqualification results from: 

a) failure to correctly complete the course. 
b) purposive interference including playing another racer's disc. 
c) release more than three seconds before the "throw" call. 
d) using the lost disc rule to gain advantage. 
e) any gross, willful violation used to gain advantage. 

2) Ten seconds added for: 
a) early release less than three seconds before the 'throw' call. 
b) lost disc in playable area. 
c) illegal foot placement. 

Other violations should be measured against the time saved by the in-
fraction. As a general guideline, the penalty should be twice the time 
saved if no other racers were affected. Violations affecting others 
should result in four times the seconds saved or disqualification at the 
head judge's discretion. The head judge makes all final decisions based 
on reports of the course observers and runners. 

Discathon Race Procedures 
First Round 

Players should be assigned starting order and started at 4 minute inter-
vals, in groups of four players each: 

#Name 	 Time 	Penalty 	Net Time 

1. T.Capote (A) 5:10 :00 5:10 
2. M. Mouse (B) 5:15 :10 5:25 
3. A. Bunker (C) 4:50 :00 4:50 
4. D. Duck (D) 5:00 :00 5:00 

The strongest players should be spread throughout the entire 
preliminary. This helps assure fair racing situations and is statistically 
important if sectioning should be required. If listed racers scratch, 
simply slide the following names up to form groups of 4. If there are 
problems on the course, the 4 minute intervals may be increased. 
In the first round, each player is allowed one run with the 16 or 32 to 
48 lowest times and ties advancing to the second round depending on 
the number of entries. If only 16 advance, go directly to the semi-
finals. If there has been an obvious condition change during the 
preliminary, after the round has been completed make the appropriate 
sectioning of the results, remove the 10 worst times of each section 
and compare the mean scores. If the affected section has a mean time 
difference in excess of 15 seconds, sectioning is warranted and equal 
proportions of the advancing players should be drawn from the top 
finishers in each section. 

Second Round 
The 32 to 50 qualifiers should be assigned starting times based on their 
preliminary times with the slower qualifiers going first. The 16 best 
times and ties advance. 

Semi Final 
The 16 qualifiers should be assigned races in the following order, on 
the basis of their second round times: 
1st Race 	2nd Race 	3rd Race 	4th Race 	-- 

4th 3rd 2nd best time 
5th 6th 7th 8th 
12th 11th 10th 9th 
13th 14th 15th 16th 

Place additional tied players in races at random unless there ate 20 
total. If so, place by continuing the order as above. The four winners 
advance to the final. 

Final 
They race. 
Always try to schedule so there is the maximum possible time between 
rounds. 

Officiating Procedures 
Officials: 
1 Steward - Calls on deck and starting groups to the prep area and 

starting line. 

1 Starter - Starts racers calling 'players to the line' at 1:00, 
'30 seconds' and 'on your mark, set, throw'. On "throw", 

starts two watches (one serves as back-up) These are then 
transferred to the timer. 

Equipment - desk, chair, prep area, 4 start watches 
start schedule and bullhorn. 

1 Timer - Calls out time for finish judges. 
Equipment - Two watches received from starter after each start and 

previous race watches are returned to starter for next 
race. 

4 Finish Judges - Assign finish times to the nearest second for discs 
crossing the finish line by writing the time on a 
label which is applied to the disc and given to the 
statistician. 

1 Statistician - Records finish, penalty and net times as players claim 
their labeled discs. 

Equipment - start schedule, desk, chair, controlled finish area. 

5-10 Course Observers - Check for rule violations on the course. 
Calls out violations to players and reports 
to the head judge. 

Equipment - note pad, bullhorn. 

1 Head Judge - Coordinates crew; responsible for final decision on 
all time adjustments, scratches or reruns. 

- 
- 
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Discathon Course Design 
Discathon uses natural objects to define the course. As can be seen by the example map, the marked path includes many required passages. 
These are defined by mandatory obstacles (usually trees or light poles) which are marked by directional arrows. The mandatory disc flight of the 
course should be about 1 kilometer (1091 yards) in length. It should require a typical 'par' of about 30 throws and 6 minutes to complete. An 
even mix of challenging flight paths is desirable without a left curve or right curve advantage. The ideal course offers the player many risky 
challenges that save time if done correctly but cost dearly if attempted unsuccessfully. Out-of-bounds areas may be used to protect certain areas 
but are not generally encouraged. A grassy, smooth running surface is preferred with topographical change also adding challenge and interest. In 
public areas, consideration should be given to minimizing the conflict with other users of the area. 

I 
The first lOOm of a course should be more open than tight to reduce 
the hazards of interference. 

To encourage longer, high-risk shots, most mandatory pairs should be 
at least 3m wide. Narrower passes would cause players to toss short of 
the pair and make an easier pss through rather than attempt the out-
side 'go-for-it' shot. This also applies to picturesque, yet unfortunately 
too narrow, forks in trees. No more than one or two very narrow pairs 
should be used on any course. 

No mandatory should require a flight path with intersects itself. 

If, in the course design, a narrow pair of trees (less than 2m) or a fork 
in a tree must be used, it should be understood that even high-risk 
players will not attempt to pass through from outside of 10m. 
Therefore, the shot to emphasize is the approach shot. It should be a 
challenging shot to gain the correction position. A player landing right 
in front of the tight pair on the approach is rewarded by not having to 
lay up again (2 approach shots). 

Mandatory trees with low (less than 2m) branches encourage rollers. 
Trees with branches starting above 4m offer both the roller and the 
flight route. 

Tall, narrow trees or lightpoles can provide s.c.f. opportunities. A 
course should have an equal number of right and left s.c.f.'s. Players 
throwing successful s.c.f. 's can cut their running distance and save 
time, so the mandatory after an s.c.f. should be carefully designed to 
reward the risk. Generally, it shouldn't be too close to the s.c.f. tree. 
There are two good ways to design these sections: 

A 	 B  

DOUBLE PAIRS (or any kind of alley through rows of trees.) 

The longer and narrower the alleys, the closer the player is going to 
want to be to the first pair if he is going to try to do it in one throw. 

Therefore, the approach shot should be emphasized to have them 
land right in front of the first pair. As below, that would be a throw 
from 30m-50m. 

. 	 ...-'. 

However, if the double pair is shorter and/or wider, the approach shot 
should be one that is more difficult to land right in front of the first pair. 
There are at least two good ways of rewarding those players who risk 
throwing one shot through both pairs (or any kind of alley). One way is 
to have the following mandatory off to either side and allow room for a 
flight route (no branches below 6m) on the second pair (and the alley 
itself unobstructed by low branches). This way a player may try to 
curve and save time by not running through the second pair, but in-
stead cutting across (drawing A below). To play short of the second 
pair then tossing the curve would not save any steps. The other way is 
to make the angle to the next mandatory (after the 2nd pair) very 

acute so players will want to land just past the 2nd pair (or last manda-

tory of an alley). This will make it inefficient to toss short of the 2nd 
pair and then make another short shot (drawing B below). 

A 	 B 

- 	 4 
.running route - 9disc flight 

In A, high risk players might attempt an s.c.f. that flies or lands and 
rolls through the next pair. To encourage that risk, the next pair should 
be 10-20m from the tall tree and in line of the flight path as the disc is 
coming down. The approach shot would ideally be through a semi-
tight pair (as drawn above) so that the closer to the s.c.f. tree players 
land on their approach the more accurate a risky s.c.f. might be. 

In B, a player catching his s.c.f. is allowed 3 steps and this is rewarded 
by improving his angle on the next throw. 

If the approach shot to an s.c.f. is not one just passing through a semi-
tight pair than it should be a throw from over 50m so that players will 
not play short. 

It is better for simplicity if particularly acute mandatories are tall. High 
shots over short trees or lamps are difficult to read for completion. 

The last throw on a course should be from a mandatory pair about 
50-75m from the finish line. This is ideal for close finishes and allows 
several different strategies. 

It is helpful if there is some topographical feature which forces the 
player to either take a long (and often downhill) shot at the finish or 
face the nessity of one extra shot and a run across a gully, over a 
stream, around the edge of a pond or other time-consuming pro-
cedure in order to take a shorter shot. 

The finish line should be a pair that is between 3 and 5m wide. This 
helps control the finish and presents a reasonable challenge at some 
distance. 

In summary, good course design requires a balanced mix of all of the 
above factors and an efficient use of the best features offered by the 
site. Be sure to completely survey the available area before beginning 
to design. Begin by designing the start and finish. Then connect them. 
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